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The strength of
the program is that the
knowledge can be put
into practice.

Jeane Pereira Araujo
28 years old, followed Schneider Electric program
supporting entrepreneurship with a gender lens in Brazil.

What was your background before entering the
entrepreneurship program*?
By the time I entered the entrepreneurship program, I had already
finished Middle School. After the program, I started studying
Production Engineering at a University in the city of Capim Grosso,
but then I got pregnant and had to withdraw from it temporarily. I
didn’t have a job at the time, I was only studying.

Jeane, electrician in
Serrolândia - State of Bahia

Why did you decide to become entrepreneur
and to follow our program?

I decided to become an entrepreneur because I believe working for
myself brings me independence and the course showed me that. I’ve
always been very interested in learning new things and I didn’t know
anything about electricity. I decided to enter the course because
there are few good electricity professionals in the region I live in, so it’s a great opportunity for me. I also took the
course as a personal challenge to break the paradigm that women can’t work as electricians.

What has our program supporting entrepreneurship
in energy brought to you?
I believe the strength of the program is that the knowledge can be put
into practice, including at my home, and the understanding that women
can do whatever they want to.

I believe working
for myself brings me
independence.

It was such an enriching experience for me, mainly because now I have
no more fear of dealing with electricity and I am more empowered as a woman. The course also inspired me to learn
even more about electricity and now I’m using many things I learned there in university.
Moreover, the advantage of following this program in group is that we can help and learn with each other, but it can
also lead to competition, where one wants to be better than the other.
Anyway, I think it was very positive and I made great friends, including ones that work in the electricity field and helped
me in my entrepreneurial activity.
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Valdomiro Lima dos Santos
52 years old, followed Schneider Electric program
supporting entrepreneurship with a gender lens in Brazil.

What was your background before entering the
entrepreneurship program*?
I only finished high school, I have no university degree. And I’ve always
worked in informal jobs, such as driving “stereo cars” (a car with a
really good sound system that is used to promote events, politicians,
etc. – it’s very popular in Brazil). I’ve provided for my family for many
years doing this and then I started working with air conditioning
maintenance, because I really felt the need to broaden my horizons.

Valdomiro, electrician
in Nova Iguaçu State of Rio de Janeiro

Why did you decide to become entrepreneur
and to follow our program?

I decided to enter the entrepreneurship course because in every
job I did in the air conditioning area, I felt something was missing.
I felt that I lacked some knowledge. And I knew that I had to improve
in order to continue providing for my family, since they have always depended on me. In this course, I saw the
opportunity to become more recognized in this area.

What has our program supporting entrepreneurship
in energy brought to you?

I’ve always worked
in informal jobs.

I think the unity among those in the group was one of the biggest
strengths and it really helped us complete the course. There is no
more space, nowadays, to work alone. We shared knowledge, experiences and it enriched us a lot, because each
has a different background. And what really encouraged me to finish the course was exactly this team effort which
strengthened me throughout the whole course.
Also, the entrepreneurship module taught me how to deal with my capital and how to properly use a “Cash Journal”.
Before, I did not think about these things and never ever thought about organizing my entrepreneurial activities in
such a strategic way.

How do you envision your entrepreneurial activity?

Now, after the
course, I believe more
in myself.

I have the best possible expectations and I’m working hard to achieve
that. Now, after the course, I believe more in myself. I worked a lot last
year and I expect to work even more next summer. At the same time, I
intend to increase my range of knowledge within my area. Now I’m doing
a “washing machine maintenance” course, because when I open my
store – that’s my dream: to own a maintenance store – I’ll need to have
extra knowledge to offer my customers.

What are your objectives for the coming years?
My goals are growth and knowledge, because growth without knowledge leads to unsustainable growth. So I
need to seek more knowledge. I know that I still have a lot to learn, but the most important thing I already have,
and that is will. That’s why I know the future for me is good, because I’m working on it. My expectative is to double
my income next year.

*Our program supports entrepreneurship by developing both the managerial and technical skills of aspirant entrepreneurs in the energy field.
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